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Nuclear-Spin Noise
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The spectral density of Nyquist noise current in a tuned circuit coupled to a sample of nuclear spins
has been measured at He temperatures with a dc SQUID used as a rf amplifier. When the sample is in
thermal equilibrium, a dip is observed in the spectral density at the Larmor frequency. For zero spin po-
larization, on the other hand, a bump in the spectral density is observed. This bump is due to
temperature-independent fluctuations in the transverse component of magnetization, and represents
spontaneous emission from the spins into the circuit.

PACS numbers: 33.25.Fs, 05.40. + j, 74.50. + r, 78.90. + t

In his pioneering paper' on nuclear induction, Bloch
noted that in the absence of any external radiofrequency
(rf) driving field a sample of N spins of magnetic moment

p contained in a pickup coil would induce very small vol-
tage fluctuations proportional to X' p. In this Letter,
we report the observation of these temperature-inde-
pendent fluctuations at liquid- He temperatures arising
from the Cl nuclei in NaC103 at the nuclear quadrupole
resonance (NQR) frequency of about 30 MHz.

In the experiment, a sample of nuclear spins is placed
in the inductor Lz of a tuned LCR circuit and the spec-
tral density of the current fluctuations is measured over
the bandwidth of the circuit. The circuit resistance R;
produces a Nyquist voltage noise and therefore a current
noise that, in the absence of a sample, has a Lorentzian
spectral density. The presence of the sample is found to
modify the shape of this noise-power spectrum in the re-
gion of the NQF frequency. The influence of the sample
is determined from its complex spin susceptibility
X(co)=X'(co) —jX"(co), where X' and X" are the dispersion
and absorption. The complex impedance of the coil in
the presence of the sample is written as

Z~ =j coL~ =jcoLp[1+4srgX(co)]

=jco[Lp+L, (co)]+R,(co),

where /=1, /P, is the sample filling factor; p, and V,
are the volumes of the sample and the pickup coil. The
added spin inductance L, =4vrgL&X' shifts the circuit
resonant frequency, while the added spin resistance
R, =4irgcoL&X" modifies the damping of the circuit and
acts as a source of Nyquist noise. This noise is due to
spin fluctuations in the transverse direction. To observe
these fluctuations in a reasonable averaging time one re-

quires, first, that R, /R; be not too small, and second,
that the noise current be measured by an amplifier with a
noise temperature comparable with or smaller than the
bath temperature T.

X"(co)=May T2/2[1+ (Aco) T2], (2)

where Acu =co, —cu, and the linewidth is given by
Af, =l/irT2. The spectral density of the Nyquist noise
voltage produced by R, is

S„'(co)=—R, coth
2 Ace

7r 2
(3)

Combining Eqs. (1)—(3) with R, =4trgcoL&X", and
neglecting terms of order Ace/co, (~ 1, we obtain

/Loco, ny fi T2
S„'(co)=

1+(b,co) T2
(4)

Remarkably, because of the cancellation of the hyperbolic
terms in Eqs. (1) and (3), S,'(co) is independent of tem-
perature throughout both the quantum (fico &)k&T, ) and
classical (fico &(kBT, ) regimes. This temperature in-
dependence which holds only for a two-level system, can
be understood in a different way by applying Faraday's
law of induction to obtain the total mean square voltage
( V, ) =4trgL&co, 1,(M„) across the coil in terms of the
mean square magnetization (M„). For a sample with X
spins, (M„)=%(p„)/& =ny ft (I„)/g„where the
magnetic moment of a single spin is p =y AI and

We can compute the Nyquist noise generated by the
spins in terms of the microscopic parameters of the sam-
ple. Since the NQR sample is equivalent to a two-level
system, we take as a model an ensemble of spins in an
external magnetic field H, z with spin I = —,, spin density
n =X/P„and Larmor frequency co, /2ir=yFI, /2, where

y is the gyromagnetic ratio. The axis of the pickup coil is
along the x direction. We ascribe a spin temperature T,
to the magnetization

M, =(nyfi/2) tanh(iitco, /2kBT, ) .

We assume that Bloch's equations apply, so that 7"
=X'/A~T2 is given by
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(I„)= —,
' for spin I = —,'. Making these substitutions, we

find ( V, ) =irgLz'co, ny A, which is just I S„'(co)dao.

The configuration of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.
The sample is contained in a superconducting coil Lz
which is in series with a capacitor C; that can be adjusted
from outside the cryostat. A superconducting inductance
L; ( &&Lz ), also in series, forms the input coil
of a dc superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID). The resistance R; represents contact resis-
tance and losses in the capacitor. Current fluctuations in
the input circuit generate a magnetic flux in the loop of
the SQUID, which in turn produces an output voltage.
In the configuration shown, the SQUID is a linear rf am-
plifier which operates at a signal frequency of (o/2vr=30
MHz with a gain of about 20 dB and a noise temperature
of about 0.2 K for a bath temperature of 1.5 K. The out-
put from the SQUID is recorded by a spectrum analyzer
interfaced to a computer.

Noise measurements were made on 0.63 cm of
powdered NaC103, with a filling factor /=0. 35. The Cl
nucleus with I = —, has two doubly degenerate energy lev-
els with a transition frequency at 1.5 K of ~, /2w
=30.6857 MHz and a transverse relaxation time
T2 ——240 ps corresponding to a linewidth bf, = 1.3 kHz.
We neglect departures from ideal behavior that occur in a
solid —for example, inhomogeneous broadening —and as-
sume that P has the form given by Eq. (2) with the value
of T2 given above.

%'e carried out measurements for two cases. In the
first, the spin-lattice relaxation time T] of the sample was
reduced from the order of days to 20 min by y irradiation
of the sample, and the spins were allowed to reach equili-
brium (T, =T) with the helium bath at 1.5 K. In the
high-temperature limit fm &&k&T, the spectral density of
the current noise in the input circuit is given by

(2/ir)kB T [R; +R, ((o)]Sr(~)
l T =T=

[R;+R,(co)] +
f
X

f

where X=j co[L&+L;+L,(co)] j /AC;. When the—cir-
cuit is tuned exactly to the Lamor frequency I (o

=[(Lz+L;)C;] ' ], Eq. (5) reduces approximately to
2kBT/ir[R;+R, (co)] near resonance if we assume that
Af, is much less than the circuit bandwidth bf, . Under

(2/m. )kB[R;T+R, (co)T, ]Si(co)f T
R +[co(L +L;)—I/AC;]'

(6)

Thus, one would expect to observe a "bump" in the spec-
tral response arising from the term R, T, in the numera-
tor of Eq. (6). An example of our data, averaged over 7
h, is shown in Fig. 3(a) with the NQR frequency indicat-
ed by an arrow. Fitting the data with Eq. (6) we find
Q=3.430, R, (co, )T, /R;T=006, and 4irgX"(co, )=1.7
& 10, a value in good agreement with that obtained in
the previous (equilibrium) case. The dotted line indicates

these conditions the effect of the spins is to produce a
"dip" in the spectral density as m is scanned through the
NQR frequency and R, (co) passes through a maximum.
An example of such data, averaged over 3 h, is shown in
Fig. 2; each of the 1001 points was averaged over a
bandwidth of about 300 Hz. The minimum of the dip
occurs at the Cl NQR frequency (indicated by an ar-
row), which was measured in a separate, pulsed NQR ex-
periment at the same temperature. Taking into account
impedance reflected from the SQUID, we fitted the data
with Eq. (5), and find good agreement with the parame-
ters co, and T2 measured separately. The data are con-
sistent with the values Q=7320 and R, ((o, )/R;=0. 12,
where Q is the quality factor of the circuit in the absence
of the sample. These values lead to R, ((o, ) /R; Q
=4irgX"(co, ) =1.6X 10 . The dotted line in Fig. 2 indi-
cates the response we would expect from this fit in the ab-
sence of the sample.

In the second case, the spins of a sample of NaC103
with an extremely long Ti (days) were saturated by appli-
cation of continuous rf excitation at resonance. After the
excitation was turned off, the spectral density was meas-
ured over a time much less than T]. A saturated sample
has zero spin-population difference, so that m, =X
=R, =L, =O and T, = oo. However, according to Eq.
(4), the product R, (co)T, {for fico &&k&T) is independent
of T, for a given frequency. The spectral density of the
current becomes
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FIG. 1. Experimental configuration. Components in dashed
box are immersed in liquid He.

FICJ. 2. Spectral density of noise current for a NaClO3 sam-
ple in thermal equilibrium at 1.5 K.
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the expected power spectrum in the absence of the sam-
ple. Figure 3(b)' shows the excess noise in Fig. 3(a) due to
the spins, and represents the first observation of nuclear-
spin noise.

To discuss our results, we note that the spin system at
temperature T, is coupled to the resistance R; at bath
temperature T by absorbing noise power P~ generated by
R;, and simultaneously emitting power P, into R;. The
net power flow b,P =P, Pz in—to R; (if we assume
Af, «hf, and fuu«k&T) is

5P= m 2kBR~Rs(co)
(T, —T) dco .

m[R;+R, (co)]
(7)

bP=~H, dM, /dt

=4m/K, Qco, (M„)—%co,Str(co, ) J X"dco, (8)

where (M„)=ny R /4W. The first term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (8) is the power P, emitted by the spins
into R; and arises from the radiation damping of fluctua-
tions in M„. This power can also be expressed as
P, =2ktsT, /hatt (for knT, »%co) where 1/rz 2m'gyM, Q——
is the radiation damping rate. ' The second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (8) represents the absorption by the
spins of the magnetic field energy produced by noise in
R; at temperature T. The spectral density Sit(co, ) of the
magnetic field H„ is determined from

SH(co, )

8m

Aco, Ace,=~, (co, ) coth
B

where&, (co, ) =2Q/m. co, W is the density of states for the
single-cavity mode. With some manipulation, Eq. (8)
results in the familiar form of Einstein's detailed balance

Alternatively, we can derive this expression in terms of
the dynamics of the spin system if we express the power
bP in terms of Bloch's equations, modified to include the
effect of the circuit (radiation damping). For R, «R;
we find

equation,

4P =(fico, /2)dbN(T, )ldt

Ace, Ace,
A N AN—(T, ) coth

2 g T

where b,N ( T, ) is the total spin-population difference and
A =2 mQA'y /P, is the spontaneous emission rate into a
resonant cavity. ' The equivalence of Eqs. (8) and (9)
demonstrates the close connection between spin fluctua-
tions and spontaneous emission and shows that the bump
observed in Fig. 3 represents spontaneous emission from
the spins into the circuit.

Although for our experiment the spontaneous emission
rate for one spin is extremely low, A =2)&10 ' sec
(about one spin fiip in 10 years), since N =2X10 ' the
total emission rate (NA/2) is =2X10 sec ', corre-
sponding to a total emissive power P, =5)&10 ' W.
This power is about 5% of the Nyquist noise power
4k&T/m. T2 ——10 ' W generated in the bandwidth of the
spin noise 1/~T2.

In conclusion, we note that the value of TI does not af-
fect the noise measurements except to determine the rate
at which the sample reaches thermal equilibrium. This
longitudinal relaxation process would induce very small
voltage fluctuations about zero frequency across a pickup
coil with its axis parallel to the direction of the spin po-
larization. Finally, this method of observing fluctuations
from saturated spins provides a means for determining
the resonant frequency and linewidth in systems where
T& is impractically long for conventional techniques.
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FIG. 3. Spectral density of (a) noise current for a NaC103
sample with saturated spins ( T, = ao ), and (b) nuclear-spin noise
of NaClO3 sample obtained from (a).
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Equations (8) and {9)are identical with Eq. (7) to first order
in R, /R;( «1). To obtain agreement to higher order, we take
into account the effect of R, on the density of states by writing

Q =co(1~+1-;)R;/(R;+R, ) in the steps leading to Eq. igi.
This yields a result in agreement with Eq. (7) to second order in
R, /R;.
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